Developmental plasticity may promote divergence by exposing genetic variation to selection in novel ways in new environments. We tested for this effect in the static allometry (i.e. scaling on body size) of traits in advertisement signals, body and genitalia. We used a member of the Enchenopa binotata species complex of treehoppers -a clade of plant-feeding insects in which speciation is associated with colonization of novel environments involving marked divergence in signals, subtle divergence in body size and shape, and no apparent divergence in genitalia. We found no change in mean allometric slopes across environments, but substantial genetic variation and genotype ¥ environment interaction (G ¥ E) in allometry. The allometry of signal traits showed the most genetic variation and G ¥ E, and that of genitalia showed the weakest G ¥ E. Our findings suggest that colonizing novel environments may have stronger diversifying consequences for signal allometry than for genitalia allometry.
INTRODUCTION
The evolution of allometry -the scaling of trait size on body size -is a classical but key topic in biology. One reason for this is that trait scaling on body size may determine the extent to which body size will be affected by selection on traits, or constrain their evolution. Another reason is that the study of allometry allows partitioning the causes of variation in trait variability between differences in the steepness of scaling with body size and in the dispersion around the scaling function (Eberhard et al., 1998) . There is also the problem of explaining the broad range of variation that has been documented for the allometry of sexual traits (Bonduriansky, 2007; Eberhard, 2009 ). Further, important case studies of phenotypic plasticity highlight plasticity in allometry as a key component (Emlen, 2000) . In spite of these and other reasons for interest in allometry, until recently it has been difficult to characterize even basic patterns of variation in it, such as genetic variation and plasticity. This is in part because allometry is a functionvalued trait (Meyer & Kirkpatrick, 2005) ; i.e. it is expressed as a function of body size. Thus, individuals express only a fraction of the phenotype of interest, making it difficult to characterize patterns of variation, except in comparative studies (e.g. Emlen, Lavine & Ewen-Campen, 2007) .
Here, we use a function-valued approach to ask basic questions about patterns of genetic variation and developmental plasticity in allometry. We focus on within-species scaling among adults; i.e. on static allometry. Allometric relationships are described with the slope (b) of log-log regressions on body size. Traditionally, b is interpreted with reference to a value of 1. Traits exhibitting isometry (b ª 1) vary in direct proportion with body size. Traits with positive allometry (b > 1) are disproportionately large in large individuals and disproportionately small in small individuals. Finally, traits with negative allometry (b < 1) are disproportionately large in small individuals and disproportionately small in large individuals. Here, we refer to this framework; however, we mainly focus on comparing the relative magnitude of b across traits, to highlight differences in allometric relationships between traits (Eberhard, Rodríguez & Polihronakis, 2009 ).
Our main goal was to test for plasticity in trait allometry. Plasticity may often initiate evolutionary divergence (Schlichting & Pigliucci, 1998; WestEberhard, 2003) : variants expressed because of plasticity expose genetic variation in developmental mechanisms to selection, and selection acting in different environments can result in genetic accommodation of the different variants (West-Eberhard, 2003 , 2005 Suzuki & Nijhout, 2006; Le Rouzic & Carlborg, 2007; Barrett & Schluter, 2008) . This process can begin with change in the mean phenotype expressed in different environments (West-Eberhard, 2003) . It can also begin without such change, if there is genetic variation in reaction norms (i.e. genotype ¥ environment interaction, G ¥ E). With G ¥ E, similar phenotypes have different genetic backgrounds in different environments (Lynch & Walsh, 1998) ; e.g. G ¥ E often entails among-environment change in genetic correlations between traits (Stearns, de Jong & Newman, 1991; Rodríguez et al., 2008; . Such changes mean that the response to selection may differ among environments, leading to phenotype differences and, potentially, genetic accommodation. We therefore tested for change in overall allometry among environments and for G ¥ E in allometry.
We compare patterns of genetic variation and plasticity in the allometry of advertisement signals, body and genitalia. Our purpose was to test a hypothesis about the causes of variation in the expression of G ¥ E. This hypothesis is based on trait differences in developmental architecture and we detail it below in terms of our study group. The evolutionary history of our study group, the Enchenopa binotata Say species complex (Hemiptera: Membracidae), provides an ideal framework for our purposes. Speciation in these plant-feeding insects is driven by shifts in host plant use (reviews: Wood, 1993; Cocroft, Rodríguez & Hunt, 2008) . Host shifts are a special case of the colonization of novel environments and offer illuminating case studies of adaptation and divergence (Drés & Mallet, 2002; Cocroft et al., 2008) . In the E. binotata complex, host shifts result in divergence in ecological (life-history timing, performance on host plants) and behavioural traits (host preferences, plant-bourne vibrational advertisement signals, mate preferences; Wood, 1993; Cocroft et al., 2008) . Advertisement signals in the complex have diverged markedly under strong sexual selection (Rodríguez, Sullivan & Cocroft, 2004; Rodríguez, Ramaswamy & Cocroft, 2006; Sullivan-Beckers & Cocroft, 2010) , whilst there has been only subtle divergence in body traits and no detectable divergence in male genitalia (Pratt & Wood, 1993; Hamilton & Cocroft, 2009 ). This pattern predicts stronger G ¥ E in signals, because recent rapid evolution should weaken canalization (de Visser et al., 2003; . Further, genitalia typically have very low b's (Eberhard et al., 1998; Eberhard, 2009) , suggesting high canalization and low condition-dependence, whilst signals should show similar or higher condition-dependence than body traits (Rowe & Houle, 1996; House & Simmons, 2007) . In a separate study, we have found support for this hypothesis: G ¥ E in signals was stronger than in body and genitalia in our study species . Here, we ask if trait allometries show a similar pattern and we discuss potential implications for the evolution of these traits and their allometry.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
We used the member of the E. binotata complex that lives on Ptelea trifoliata (Rutaceae) plants in Missouri. We assessed the allometry of three body traits, seven genitalia traits and seven signal traits, using a fourth body trait (pronotum length) as the x-axis (Fig. 1) . Details on the morphological measurements are provided in . Details on recording and measuring vibrational signals are provided in Rodríguez et al. (2008) . Figure 1 . Morphological and behavioural traits used to study allometry in Enchenopa. A, body traits. Pronotum length served as the x-axis for all allometric functions. Leg measurements were taken from the left legs II and III (tibia and femur, respectively). B, genitalia. Traits labelled 'aed' refer to the male aedeagus. Terminology after Pratt & Wood (1993) . C, a signal bout produced by an Enchenopa male. D, detail of the last signal in the bout in (C). Each signal is composed of a whine followed by pulses and consists of a pure tone that drops slightly in pitch. E, detail of the end of the whine and the first pulse of the signal in (D), showing the constituent sine wave. We measured the following signal traits: number of signals/bout; signal interval; whine length; number of pulses/signal; pulse length; pulse rate (= number of pulses/length of pulse interval); and frequency at the highest-amplitude section at the end of the whine, measured from the length of 10 cycles of the sine wave. 
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ESTIMATING b
We estimated b with ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions on log-log transformed data. Methods for estimating b have been much debated because of the concern that OLS regression may be biased by measurement error in x (e.g. . However, the preferred alternative, reduced major axis (RMA) regression, is problematic because RMA slopes confound steepness with dispersion, as they correspond to SD y/SDx or to b/the correlation coefficient Eberhard, Huber & Rodríguez, 1999) . Further, measurement error in x does not necessarily lead to bias Fuller, 2006) and we have shown in a separate experiment for our study species that OLS regression does not underestimate b . We thus use OLS slopes as accurate descriptors of allometry.
QUANTITATIVE GENETICS
This paper is based on a prior study that used a full-sib, split-family rearing experiment (Rodríguez et al., 2008) . This experiment used 19 families obtained by collecting mated females in the field and allowing them to lay eggs on exemplars of their host plant. Enchenopa females mate only once (Wood, 1993; Sullivan-Beckers & Cocroft, 2010) , so this method yields full-sib families. Upon egg hatch, each family was divided in two: one half was reared on the native host (Ptelea) and the other half on the host used by another member of the complex (Robinia pseudoacacia). Split-family n's varied among traits as it was not always possible to obtain all measurements for each individual. We only used split-families with n Ն 5, to reduce spurious variation in b (mean splitfamily n = 8-9; max. = 14). We thus have data for 15-17 split-families on the native environment and for 6-9 families on both environments. This design can partition variation among families, rearing environment and the family ¥ environment interaction. However, as each split-family was reared on one plant, variation attributable to common environments is included in the family variance. We consider that this problem was minimal for two reasons: the experiment standardized plant size and vigour (within species) and phenology (between species; Rodríguez et al., 2008) ; and the main effect of rearing plant was small (Rodríguez et al., 2008; ; this study), so confounding variation between plant individuals should be even smaller.
Our data consist of a single b estimate for each split-family and trait. This corresponds to the function-valued approach, a useful method for studying genetic variation in reaction norms and functionvalued traits (e.g. Meyer & Kirkpatrick, 2005) . However, we recognize that we cannot assess withinsplit-family variation in b. Consequently, we do not provide formal estimates of heritability or G ¥ E. Instead, we use variation between families and across environments and their interaction as proxies for genetic variation, plasticity and G ¥ E.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
We conducted all analyses with JMP 7.0.1 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). We used a linear mixed model implemented with restricted maximum likelihood (REML, unbounded variance components). This method provides significance tests for fixed effects and variance components for random effects. The hypothesis that a random effect > 0 is tested by whether its 95% confidence interval (CI) overlaps zero. Our model had the following terms: family (random effect), rearing plant (fixed effect) and the family ¥ rearing plant interaction (random effect).
Approximating genetic variation in b
The family term in the model does not test for heritability, as it is pitted against the interaction term; instead, it tests the hypothesis that the crossenvironmental genetic correlation > 0, with lower correlations suggesting G ¥ E (Fry, 1992) . The appropriate test for the hypothesis that heritability > 0 is against the residual (Fry, 1992) , but the REML method does test random effects in this way. Thus, we use two proxies for genetic variation in b: one to compare among trait types, the other to compare among environments (see G ¥ E in b). To compare genetic variation in b among trait types, amongfamily variances would introduce scale artifacts, as different traits are measured in different scales. We thus used the CV 2 for the native environment, as genetic variation did not differ across environments (see below). We constructed F-ratios by dividing the larger CV 2 over the smaller one and obtained P-values from the F-distribution table with d.f. = number of split families -1.
Overall differences in b among environments
The main term for rearing plant tests for changes in mean b attributable to plasticity.
G ¥ E in b
The interaction term tested for G ¥ E in b (Hunt et al., 2004; Rodríguez et al., 2008) . This asks whether reaction norms are non-parallel. We complemented this test with visual inspection of the reaction norms. We compared the strength of G ¥ E among trait types with a one-way ANOVA on the % variance component of the interaction term. G ¥ E may also be expressed as differences in the genetic variation expressed on different environments. To test for this, we used the among-family variance in b within each rearing environment. We compared variances across environments with F-ratios constructed by dividing the larger variance over the smaller one (e.g. var. native env/var.novel env) and obtaining P-values as described above.
The above comparisons involve repeated tests with the same data (e.g. var.no. of signals/bout divided by the variance for all body and genitalia traits, etc.). Repeated testing increases the risk of spurious significance (Rice, 1989) , but corrections for it lower statistical power (Nakagawa, 2004) . To deal with these problems we follow Moran (2003) in using the table-wide proportion of significant tests as an indication of the strength of the evidence against the null. Another concern involves using b's for traits that are correlated with each other as independent data points. We do this because we are interested in these specific traits: some signal traits are the most divergent features of adult phenotypes in the complex (Rodríguez et al., 2006; Cocroft, Rodríguez & Hunt, 2010) and the morphological measurements encompass the subtle variation present in the complex (Pratt & Wood, 1993; Hamilton & Cocroft, 2009) . In a study of G ¥ E in these traits, analyses with the original data and with uncorrelated traits generated with principal component analysis (PCA) yielded the same results .
RESULTS
The reaction norms suggest genetic variation in the allometry of all traits and stronger variation for signals (Fig. 2) . We compared genetic variation in b among trait types with among-family CV 2 s. These were predominantly greater for signals (Fig. 3) . F-ratios were almost always much larger than 1 and significant (symbols above dotted lines in Fig. 3 ). Using Moran's (2003) criterion, we conclude that genetic variation in b was much greater for signals than for body and genitalia. Note also the much broader range of the y-axes for signals in (Fig. 2) .
Rearing plant was always non-significant except for 1 genitalia trait (style 2, which showed a small effect; Table 1 ; Fig. 2 , black symbols and lines). This argues against an important effect of developing on native vs. novel environments on the mean b (Moran, 2003) .
The 95% CI of the family variance component overlapped zero for the allometry of all signal and body traits, but for only three of the seven genitalia traits (Table 1 ). This suggests stronger G ¥ E in the allometry of signal and body traits than in genitalia. The 95% CI of the family ¥ rearing plant term never overlapped zero (Table 1) , indicating G ¥ E in b for all traits. Although we only had 6-9 families with data for both environments, reaction norms showed pronounced crossovers for the allometry of all traits (Fig. 2) . The strength of G ¥ E varied significantly across trait types: it was higher in signal and body allometries than in genitalia allometries (F 2, 14 = 4.55, P = 0.03; Fig. 4A ), with no heteroscedasticity (Levene's-test; F2, 14 = 0.91, P = 0.42).
G ¥ E may also be manifest as differences in the amount of genetic variation expressed among environments. However, there was little difference between environments in among-family variances in b (Fig. 4B) . Although most F-ratios were > 1, the variance on the native environment was significantly 
. Each symbol corresponds to an F-ratio (see Approximating genetic variation in b)
. Dotted lines indicate the cut-off for significance, defined at 0.05 < P < 0.10, which is conservative for our test of greater genetic variation in the allometry of signals than body or genitalia. A, signals vs. body traits. Each symbol corresponds to an F-ratio for the CV 2 of one signal trait divided by the CV 2 of one body trait. The x-axis indicates which body trait was used. B, signals vs. genitalia. Each symbol corresponds to an F-ratio for the CV 2 of one signal trait divided by the CV 2 of one genitalia trait. The x-axis indicates which genitalia trait was used. Note that columns shift up or down 'in parallel' because the data points in each column represent the CV 2 for the allometry of the signal traits divided by different denominators. This indicates that the patterns that we find are robust to which trait is used as the denominator to generate the F-ratios. greater in only four of 17 comparisons (symbols above top dotted line in Fig. 4B) . Conversely, the variance on the novel environment was significantly greater in only two of 17 comparisons (symbols below bottom dotted line in Fig. 4B ). We conclude that there were no important differences between environments in genetic variation in b.
DISCUSSION
We assessed genetic variation and plasticity in the allometric slope (b) of Enchenopa signal, body and genitalia traits. There was little overall change across environments, but substantial genetic variation and strong G ¥ E. Levels of genetic variation were similar in both environments, which suggests that selection on b will be similarly effective across environments. However, genetic variation was higher in signal allometry, suggesting that selection on signal allometry will be more effective than on body or genitalia allometry. Thus, the more divergent traits (signal traits; Cocroft et al., 2008) had more genetic variation in their allometry. This may suggest that selection on signal allometry has been weaker than on the allometry of the other trait types. Alternatively, genetic variation in signal allometry may have been sustained under selection by G ¥ E, because strong G ¥ E with reaction norm crossovers can flip the fitness ranking of genotypes from one environment to another, so that no one genotype is favoured in any one environment (Lynch & Walsh, 1998) . In terms of allometry, G ¥ E means that similar values of b are underlain by different genetic backgrounds in different environments. Consequently, the response to selection on b may differ among environments, even if selection favours the same values of b (cf. Rodríguez et al., 2008) . G ¥ E may thus result in phenotypic divergence in b, with the consequence that genetic variation in the mechanisms regulating b may be differentially exposed to selection in different environments, thereby potentially promoting genetic accommodation and evolutionary divergence in allometry (West-Eberhard, 2003 , 2005 . Stronger G ¥ E in signal and body allometry suggests that these consequences of developmental plasticity may be more likely to influence the evolution of signal and body allometry than of genitalia. In partial agreement with this possibility, signal traits are strongly divergent among the members of the E. binotata complex, but body and genitalia are not (Cocroft et al., 2008; Hamilton & Cocroft, 2009) . However, this pattern may also arise from other factors; e.g. E. binotata signals evolve under strong divergent sexual selection (Rodríguez et al., 2006; Sullivan-Beckers & Cocroft, 2010) , but genitalia seem to evolve only under natural selection, as females mate only once (Wood, 1993; SullivanBeckers & Cocroft, 2010) . We also tested the hypothesis that developmental architecture differences between trait types (i.e. expected differences in canalization and conditiondependence) would influence the expression of G ¥ E in allometry as they influence the expression of G ¥ E in the traits themselves . This hypothesis predicts stronger G ¥ E in signal allometry than in the other trait types, especially genitalia. We found support for this hypothesis: G ¥ E was strongest in signal and body allometries. These results may help solve an evolutionary problem that is parallel to the problem of the maintenance of genetic variation under selection: Selection across environments should erode genetic variation in reaction norms (i.e. G ¥ E; Via & Lande, 1985; Via & Lande, 1987; Via & Conner, 1995; Roff, 2002) . However, G ¥ E is often, although not universally, detected in sexual traits (see . There is therefore a need to explain variation in the presence and strength of G ¥ E and trait differences in developmental architecture may contribute towards this explanation .
The potential for G ¥ E to promote divergence in the signal allometries has important implications for divergence under ecological selection. In ecological speciation, reproductive isolation arises as a byproduct of adaptation to different environments (Rice, 1987; Schluter, 2001 Schluter, , 2009 Rundle & Nosil, 2005; Cocroft et al., 2008) . The key component in this process is the link between performance on an environment and the traits causing reproductive isolation, such as advertisement signals. Consequently, a major question in evolutionary biology is how this link originates. Current views are that it may arise either because of pleiotropy or linkage disequilibrium (Nosil & Schluter, 2011; Servedio et al., 2011) . Our findings suggest a complementary mechanism: If body size is related to performance, and if G ¥ E promotes the evolution of signal allometry, then the resulting changes in b will modify the signal-performance relationship across environments, so that optimal body sizes express different signal values (or are more strongly associated with different signal traits) across environments. This offers a novel hypothesis to explain why adaptation to different environments can often cause signal divergence and reproductive isolation as a byproduct.
G ¥ E in signal allometry may also have interesting consequences for divergence by sexual selection. Sexual selection may often create a link between individual attractiveness and condition, through the process of genic capture or through mate choice of locally adapted individuals (Lande & Kirkpatrick, 1988; Rowe & Houle, 1996; Lorch et al., 2003; Cocroft et al., 2008) . G ¥ E in signal allometry may change which signal traits scale more steeply with body size and thus, to the extent that body size is related to condition, change the dynamics of conditiondependence and genic capture across environments.
